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Abstract
Let D be a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design, G be a group of automorphisms of D; and suppose the socle of
G is an alternating group An with nX5: If G is block-primitive then G is also point-primitive.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let D be a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design and G be a group of automorphisms of D: It is well
known that if G is block-transitive then G is point-transitive, and that if G is ﬂag-
transitive then G is point-primitive (see [1,6]). Doyen and Delandtsheer conjecture
that if G is block-primitive then G is also point-primitive (see [2] or [4]). Delandtsheer
[3] also proved that if D is a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design other than a projective plane and
GpAutD is block-primitive then G is almost simple, that is, there is a non-abelian
simple group T such that TIGpAut T : In this paper we consider the case where G
has an alternating group An as its socle and prove the following theorem:
Main Theorem. LetD be a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design, G be a group of automorphisms ofD; and
suppose the socle of G is an alternating group An with nX5: If G is block-primitive then
G is also point-primitive.
Remark 1. We would like to mention that some similar works have been done for
the cases in which the socles of G are some simple groups of Lie type of lower rank
and in all those cases the above conjecture is proved to be true. But in all these cases
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the lists of maximal subgroups of G are known and are used in proofs, while in this
paper our proof to the main theorem only needs a general description of the maximal
subgroups of An:
Remark 2. The main theorem can be used to classify the 2-ðv; k; 1Þ designs with
block-primitive automorphism group G whose socle is An for some nX5: Indeed we
have complete this classiﬁcation.
Our notation is standard in group theory. If X is a permutation group on
a set S and D is a subset of S; then XfDg and XðDÞ are the setwise and pointwise
stabilizers of D in X ; respectively. Also, if S is a ﬁnite set then jSj denotes the
length of S:
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we collect some results and in
Section 2 we use them to prove the main theorem.
1. Preliminaries
Let v; k be two positive integers such that v4kX3; a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design D is a
system ðP;BÞ; where P is a set of v points and B is a collection of some k-subsets of
P called blocks such that if x and y are two different points from P then there is
exactly one block BAB containing both x and y: Let b be the number of blocks and r
be the number of blocks containing a given point, then we have
bk ¼ vr
and
bkðk  1Þ ¼ vðv  1Þ:
We can easily show the following assertion.
Lemma 1.1 (Hughs and Piper [7]). bXv:
A permutation g of P is called an automorphism of D if when B is a block then
Bg ¼ fxgjxABg is also a block of D: The set of all automorphisms of D constitutes a
group which is called the automorphism group of D and is denoted as AutD: If
GpAutD; then G naturally acts on the set B and it is easily seen that this action is
faithful. If G acts transitively on B (on P; resp.), then we say that G is block-
transitive (point-transitive, resp.). Also if G acts primitively on B (on P; resp.), then
we say that G is block-primitive (point-primitive, resp.). A pair ðx; BÞ is called a ﬂag
if xAP; BAB and xAB: If G is transitive on the set of all ﬂags then we say that G is
ﬂag-transitive on D: The following results are well known.
Lemma 1.2 (Block [1]). If GpAutD and G is block-transitive, then G is point-
transitive.
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Lemma 1.3 (Higman and Maclaughlin [6]). If GpAutD is flag-transitive, then G is
point-primitive.
Clearly, If G is point-transitive on D; then ½G : Gx	 ¼ v; where x is any point in P
and Gx is the stabilizer of x in G: Similarly if G is block-transitive, then ½G : GB	 ¼ b;
where GB is the stabilizer of a block B in B in G: G is block-primitive if and only if
GB is maximal in G:
Suppose that GpAutD is block-transitive and that G is of even order. We observe
that if g is an involution of G; then g exchanges two different points of P; say x and
y; and so ﬁxes the unique block B containing x and y; that is gAGB: Thus we have the
following elementary but useful lemma.
Lemma 1.4. If GpAutD is block-transitive and G is of even order, then for any
conjugacy class K of involutions of G and any block B of D; the intersection GB-K is
non-empty.
Suppose that D is a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design other than a projective plane, then b4v:
Since bjvðv  1Þ; there is a prime integer p such that pjb and p[v: Now if GpAutD is
block-transitive on D; then the stabilizer Gx of a point xAP in G contains a Sylow p-
subgroup P of G; since p[v: Also, since pjb; P is not contained in the stabilizer GB for
any BAB:
Lemma 1.5. Let G be a block-transitive group of automorphisms of a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design
D: Let xAP and H be a subgroup of Gx: If H is not contained in GB for any block B;
then NGðHÞ is contained in Gx:
Proof. Since H is not contained in GB for any BAB; x is the only ﬁxed point of H
in P: The conclusion immediately follows. &
Corollary 1.6. If G is a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design other than a projective plane and GpAutD is
block-transitive on D: Then there is a prime number p such that for any Sylow p-
subgroup P of G; there is a point xAP such that NGðPÞ is contained in Gx:
In order to prove the main theorem we need some results on permutation groups.
The next lemma is the ﬁrst one.
Lemma 1.7. Suppose that X is a primitive permutation group on a set S and jSjX9: If
X contains an involution t which is a product of two disjoint transpositions of S; then
XXAS:
Proof. Write S ¼ f1; 2;y; ng and let t ¼ ð12Þð34ÞAX be such an involution.
Consider the stabilizer X1 of the point 1 in X and the orbit D of X1 which
contains the point 2. If D-f3; 4g ¼ |; then f1g,D is ﬁxed by X2 as well
as by X1: Thus f1g,D is ﬁxed by X ¼ /X1; X2S since X is not regular on S:
This is a contradiction. Hence D-f3; 4ga| and we can assume that 3AD: Then G
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contains an element s ¼ ð1Þð2; 3;yÞy; and also contains u ¼ ts ¼ ð1; 3Þði; jÞ for
some i; jAS:
If fi; jg-f2; 4g ¼ |; then tu ¼ ð1; 4Þð2; 3ÞAX and /t; tuSpX is transitive on the
set f1; 2; 3; 4g and leaves all other points ﬁxed. By Theorem 13.7 of [10], XXAS:
If fi; jg ¼ f2; 4g; then u ¼ ð1; 3Þð2; 4ÞAX and XXAS by the same reason as above.
If jfi; jg-f2; 4gj ¼ 1; then u ¼ ð1; 3Þð2; 5Þ; if fi; jg ¼ f2; 5g or u ¼ ð1; 3Þð4; 5Þ
if fi; jg ¼ f4; 5g for some 5AS; and in both cases /t; uS is primitive on f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g
and ﬁxes all other points of S: Since n ¼ jSjX9; XXAS by Theorem 13.9
of [10]. &
Now we give a description about the Sylow p-subgroups of the symmetric group
G ¼ SS and their normalizers NGðPÞ in G ¼ SS: Let n ¼ jSj; p be a ﬁxed prime
number with ppn: Write n in the following form:
n ¼ alpl þ al1pl1 þ?þ a1p þ a0; ð1Þ
where 0paipp  1 for all i and ala0:
Lemma 1.8. Let p; n be given as in (1), S be a set with jSj ¼ n; and P be a Sylow p-
subgroup of G ¼ SS: Then we have
(1) If pa2; then PpAS and if p ¼ 2; then P-AS is a Sylow 2-group of AS:
(2) S is the disjoint union of al subsets Sl;1;y;Sl;a1 of length p
l ; al1 subsets
Sl1;1;?;Sl1;al1 of length p
l1;y; a1 subsets S1;1;y;S1;a1 of length p and a subset
S0 of length a0; i.e.,
S ¼ Sl;1,?,Sl;al,Sl1;1,?,Sl1;al1,?,S1;1,?,S1;a1,S0;
such that all Si;j; where 1pipl; 1pjpai if aia0; are orbits of P and S0 is the fixed
point set of P: And if we write Pij ¼ ðPÞðSSi;jÞ then P is the direct product of all
subgroups in the set
fPij : 1pipl; 1pjpai; if aia0g:
Moreover each Pij ; where 1pipl; 1pjpai; is a Sylow p-subgroup of the group SSij ;
ia0; if we view Pij as a permutation group on Sij :
(3) Let N ¼ NGðPÞ; and write Si ¼
S
1plpai Sij if ai40 for i40: Then each Si for
iX0 is an orbit of N provided that Sia|: If we set Ni ¼ ðNÞðSSiÞ then N is the direct
product of all subgroups in the set
fNiji ¼ 0; 1; 2;y; l; with aia0g:
Moreover each Ni; i40; is the normalizer of Pi;1 ? Pi;ai in SSi (the group Pi;1 
? Pi;ai is a Sylow p-group of SSi by [5]), and N0 ¼ ðNÞðSS0ÞDSS0 : Finally if ai41;
then Ni ¼ ðNi1 ? NiaiÞ : Sai ; where Nij ¼ NðSSijÞ:
(4) In any case N-AS is the normalizer of P (if pa2) or of P-AS (if p ¼ 2
and nX4).
All assertions in this lemma are well known.
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Lemma 1.9. (1) If n ¼ pl for an odd prime p; then NSSðPÞ has odd permutations.
(2) If n ¼ apl where p is an odd prime and p4a41; and Dl;1;y;Dl;a are the orbits of
P; then NASðPÞ induces Sa on the set %S ¼ fDl;1;y;Dl;ag:
Proof. (1) This is obvious if l ¼ 1: In this case P ¼ /xS where x is a cycle on S of
length p and NSSðPÞ ¼ /x; yS where y is a cycle of length p  1; and y is an odd
permutation.
Now suppose l41: Let D;G be two sets with jDj ¼ Pl1; jGj ¼ p; Q be a Sylow p-
subgroup of SD; X ¼ /xS be a Sylow p-subgroup of SG and Y ¼ /x; yS be the
normalizer of X in SG where y is of order p  1: Take the wreath product H ¼ QwrY
and view H as a permutation group on S0 ¼ D G: Then P1 ¼ QwrXpH is a Sylow
p-subgroup of SS0 : Clearly P1vH: Identifying S
0 with S we may suppose that
P1 ¼ P: By the deﬁnition of wreath product H contains an element %y such that %y is
the product of pl1 cycles of length p  1 on S: Thus %y is an odd permutation. Since
HpNSSðPÞ; the conclusion follows.
(2) Since P is odd, assertion in (2) follows from (1) by Lemma 1.8(3). &















the conclusion follows. &
2. The proof of the main theorem
Now let D be a 2-ðv; k; 1Þ design and GpAutD be a block-primitive group of
automorphisms of D: Suppose that the socle of G is an alternating group An for
some nX5: Thus AnIGpAut An: We prove the main theorem in several steps.
Lemma 2.1. The main theorem is true if 5pnp8:
Proof. We show ﬁrst that if 5pnp8; and H is a maximal subgroup of G; then
jG :Hjp720: This is clear if n ¼ 5 or 6, since then jGjp2  6! ¼ 1440 and Ha1: Now
suppose n ¼ 7 or 8, then G ¼ AS or SS for a set S with jSj ¼ n: If H is intransitive on
S; then H is the stabilizer of a subset D in G with i ¼ jDjon=2; thus jG :Hj ¼ Cin; a
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binomial coefﬁcient and so jG : Hjp70: If H is primitive on S; then it is even doubly
transitive when n ¼ 8; thus no matter n ¼ 7 or 8 we have jG : Hjp6! ¼ 720: If H is
transitive and imprimitive on S; then n ¼ 8 and jG : Hj ¼ 35 or 105. Hence in all
cases we have jG : Hjp720: Now G acts block-primitively on D; so if B is a block of
D; the stabilizer GB is maximal in G; and so b ¼ jG :Hjp720 by the above claim.
But then ðk  1Þ2ov  1ovpbp720 and thus kp29: By Theorem 2 of [3] we
know that G is point-primitive on D (Indeed when kp40; this assertion is also
true, see [9]). &
By Lemma 2.1 we assume that G is a permutation group on a set S with jSjX9;
and so G ¼ AS or SS: Note that in our case G acts on three different sets: S;P;B: In
the following we use lower Greek letters a; b;y to denote points of S; use lower
Latin letters x; y;y to denote points of P and use capital Latin letters B; D;y to
denote blocks. Also capital Greek letters D;G;F;y will denote subsets of S: Now
suppose B is a block, then GB is a maximal subgroup of G by our hypothesis.
Lemma 2.2. The subgroup GB of G cannot be primitive on S:
Proof. Suppose GB is primitive on S: Then by Lemma 1.4 GB contains an involution
g ¼ ðabÞðgdÞ where a; b; g; dAS: Then by Lemma 1.7, GBXAS and so b ¼ 1 or 2,
which is impossible. &
Lemma 2.3. We may assume that G ¼ AS:
Proof. Suppose G ¼ SS then write T ¼ AS: Since G is supposed to be block-
primitive on D; T is block-transitive on D: By Lemma 2.2, we know that GB is not
primitive on S; so either GB is the stabilizer of a subset D in G where DCS or GB is
the maximal subgroup of G preserving a partition S ¼ F1,F2,?,Fc with jFij ¼
d41; for i ¼ 1; 2;y; c: In both cases TB ¼ T-GB is also maximal in T since nX9:
Hence T ¼ AS is block-primitive on D: &
In the following we suppose that G ¼ AS:
Lemma 2.4. In the following two cases G is point-primitive on D:
(a) GB is intransitive on S; or
(b) GB is the maximal subgroup of G preserving a partition S ¼ F1,F2 with
jF1j ¼ jF2j:
Proof. Let D and D0 be two subsets of S with jDj ¼ jD0j: Since nX9; we can easily see
that there is an element gAG such that Dg ¼ D0 and D0g ¼ D: Thus if GB is intransitive
on S and B; D are two blocks then GB and GD are GD and GD0 for some D and D
0 with
jDj ¼ jD0j and so an element gAG will exchange GB and GD: By Lemma 13 of [3], we
know that G is point-primitive on D: This proves the lemma under condition (a).
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For (b), let GD; the stabilizer of a block D; preserve the partition S ¼ F01,F02 with
jF01j ¼ jF02j: So there is an element gAG such that g exchanges F1 and F01 and
consequently g exchanges the above two partitions. Thus g exchanges GB and GD;
and by the same reason as above we know that G is point-primitive under (b). &
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, in the following we suppose that for a block B the
stabilizer GB is a maximal subgroup of G which preserves a partition
S ¼ F1,F2,?,Fc; jF1j ¼ jF2j ¼? ¼ jFcj ¼ d: ð2Þ
Both parameters c and d are independent of the choice of B: We keep these two
parameters in the following. Also by Lemma 2.4(b) we suppose that cX3:
If b ¼ v; then D is a projective plane and the main theorem is true (see [8]). Thus
we suppose that vob: Then there is a prime number p such that pjb but p[v: We ﬁx
this prime p and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G; then PpGx for some xAP and
P4/ GB for any BAB: By Corollary 1.6 we know that NGðPÞpGx: Also we observe
that if d is a power of p; then GB will contain a Sylow p-subgroup of G: Thus d is not
a power of p:
In the remaining of this section we write n ¼ jSj ¼ apl þ r; where 1paop
and ropl :
Lemma 2.5. If xAP; then Gx is transitive on S or has just two orbits, one of size apl
and the other of size r:
Proof. Suppose that the Sylow p-subgroup P of G is in Gx; then N ¼ NGðPÞpGx: By
Lemma 1.8, N has a subgroup H such that H has an orbit D1 of length apl ; HD2 ¼ 1;
where D ¼ S D1: If a ¼ 1; then jD1j ¼ pl : If a41; H has imprimitivity blocks
Dl;1;Dl;2;y;Dl;a; each of length pl ; and H induces Sa on the set %S ¼
fDl;1;Dl;2;y;Dl;ag: Now we claim that H4/ GB for any block BAB: For otherwise
if HpGB; then since GB preserves the partition (2), there is a subset Fi; say i ¼ 1;
such that F1-D1a|: Thus either F1+D1 or F1 is an imprimitivity block of H on D1;
and so either d ¼ jF1j4pl or d ¼ pl0 for some l0pl: But both cases are impossible
and our claim is true. Thus NGðHÞpGx: Since NGðHÞ has just two orbits D1 and D2;
and jD1j ¼ apl ; the conclusion follows. &
By using the same method as in the last lemma we can prove the next conclusion.
Proposition 2.6. If aX2; then the main theorem is true.
Proof. Since aX2; p is an odd prime. We keep the notation H; D1;D2;
D1;1;D1;2;y;D1;a as in Lemma 2.5. For any i; 1pipa; write Gi ¼ D1;i,D2; then
jGij ¼ pl þ r: Set Hi ¼ HðGiÞ; then Hi has only one nontrivial orbit D1  D1;i and Hi
induces Sa1 on the set fD1;1;y;D1;i1;D1;iþ1;y;D1;ag: At this time if HipGB for
some B and for some i; 1pipa; then either dXða  1Þpl or d is a power of p: But
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since ropl ; dXða  1Þpl means that co3: Thus Hi4/ GB for BAB; and any
iAf1; 2;y; ag and so NGðHiÞpGx: But it is easily seen that NGðHiÞ contains a
subgroup Ri such that R
Gi
i DAGi (Note jGijXplX3) and Ri ﬁxes every point outside
Gi: Thus L ¼ /R1; R2;y; RaSpGx:
If ra0; then |aD2 is contained in every Gi which is the nontrivial orbit of Ri:
Then L is primitive on S: But since jGijX3; Ri contains an element of the form
ða; b; gÞ: Thus in this case LXAS; which is impossible.
Now suppose r ¼ 0: Then L ¼ R1 ? Ra: Note that PpL; thus NGðLÞpGx:
But NGðLÞ is a maximal subgroup of G; which preserves the partition
S ¼ D1;1,D1;2,?,D1;a;
and Gx is maximal in G: G is point-primitive. &
By Lemma 2.6 henceforth we suppose that a ¼ 1 and so ra0:
Lemma 2.7. We may assume that rod:
Proof. Since dX2; we suppose rX3: We have shown in Lemma 2.5, that Gx has a
subgroup H which has only one nontrivial orbit D1 of length pl and NGðHÞpGx;
NGðHÞ has a subgroup R such that RD2DAD2 ; where D ¼ S D1 as above and
jD2j ¼ rX3; and RD1 ¼ 1: Clearly, NGðRÞ is the stabilizer of D2 in G and so is
maximal in G: Thus if NGðRÞpGx then G is point-primitive. If NGðRÞ4/ Gx then
RpGB for some BAB; in this case dXr: If d ¼ r then djpl ; but this is
impossible. &
Proposition 2.8. If p ¼ 2; then the main theorem is true.
Proof. It is easily seen that in P there is a subgroup Q such that Q has only one
nontrivial orbit D1 of length 2l1; and QD1 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of AD1 : By using the
same method as above we know that if QpGB for some BAB then either dX2l1 or
d is a power of 2. The latter possibility does not occur by the choice of p ¼ 2: Since
d4r; dX2l1 implies that 3d42l þ r ¼ n and so by Lemma 2.4(b) G is point-
primitive. If Q4/ GB for any BAB; then NGðQÞpGx; and so Gx has a subgroup R
such that RD1 ¼ 1; RD2DAD2 ; where D2 ¼ S D1: This means that Gx is primitive on
S and has an element g of the form ða; b; gÞ where a; b; gAD2: Hence GxXAS; which
is impossible. &
In the following we only need to consider the case where n ¼ pl þ r for some odd
prime p and rppl  1: Since djn is a not a power of p; ra0: Now we consider the
value of d: Note that here lX1:
Lemma 2.9. Either dXðp  1Þpl1=2 or d ¼ d1pl1 for some d1 such that d1a1 and
d1jðp  1Þ:
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Proof. Since n ¼ pl þ r; we know that NGðPÞpGx is transitive on a set D1 with
jD1j ¼ pl : Let D2 ¼ S D1; then jD2j ¼ r: If l41; then NGðPÞ acts imprimitively on
D1 with imprimitivity blocks D1;1;D1;2;y;D1;p; each of length pl1: In this case we let
Gp ¼ D1;p,D2: If l ¼ 1; then we take a point a in D1 and let Gp ¼ fag,D2: Thus in
both cases we have a set Gp of length pl1 þ r: Now let H ¼ NGðPÞðGpÞ; the pointwise
stabilizer of the set Gp in NGðPÞ: Then HDZðp1Þ=2 if l ¼ 1 and HDðQ1 ?
Qp1Þ : Zðp1Þ=2 if l41; where Q0is are subgroups of P such that QD1;ii is a Sylow p-
group of SD1;i and Q
SD1;i
i ¼ 1: Also in both cases H has two nontrivial orbits of
length ðp  1Þpl1=2; calledP1;P2: Note that if l41 then each Pi; i ¼ 1; 2; is a union
of ðp  1Þ=2 imprimitivity blocks D01;js:
Now we show that NGðHÞ4/ Gx: First we suppose that jGpjX3: Then in this case
NGðHÞ has a subgroup R such that RGpDAGp ; RSGp ¼ 1; and so NGðHÞ contains an
element g ¼ ða; b; gÞ where a; b; gAGp: Thus if NGðHÞpGx then Gx is transitive on S
by Lemma 2.5. Also the fact that RpGx implies that Gx is primitive on S; hence in this
case GXXAS since gAGx; but this is impossible. Now suppose jGpjo3; then l ¼ 1 and
r ¼ 1; that is n ¼ p þ 1: Write S ¼ f1; 2;y; p; p þ 1g; then the normalizer of P in SS
is isomorphic to Zp : Zp1; we may assume that it is/z; yS; where z ¼ ð1; 2;y; pÞ; y is
a permutation of order p  1; such that P ¼ /zS; Py ¼ P and y has two ﬁxed points p
and p þ 1: Thus H ¼ /y2S if Gp ¼ fp; p þ 1g: Take y1 ¼ ðp; p þ 1Þ; then y2 ¼ yy1 is
even and y2ANGðHÞ: If NGðHÞpGx; then Gx is primitive (indeed is doubly transitive)
on S: Also if zy ¼ zj for some j with 0ojop; then g ¼ y12 zy2z j is in Gx: But
g ¼ ðy1; z jÞ ¼ y11 zjy1z j and since y1 displays points p and p þ 1 and z j displays
point 1; 2;y; p; g ¼ ða; b; gÞ for some a; b; gAS: Thus in this case where jGpjo3 we
also have GxXAS if NGðHÞpGx: Hence no matter jGpjX3 or jGpjo3; NGðHÞ4/ Gx:
Thus we know that HpGB for some BAB by Lemma 1.5. Suppose GB preserves
partition (2) and F1-P1a|: If F1 contains a point outside P1,P2; then F1*P1
and then d4ðp  1Þpl1=2: If F1DP1; then F1 is an imprimitivity block of H on P1
and since d is not a power of p; d ¼ d1pl1 where 1ad1 and d1jðp  1Þ=2: If
F1DP1,P2 and F1-P2a|; then since H induces a semiregular group on the set
fD1;D2;y;Dp1g; P1-F1;P2-F1 are imprimitivity blocks of H on P1 and P2;
respectively and jF1-P1j ¼ jF1-P2j is a divisor of ðp  1Þpl1=2: Thus d ¼ d1pl1
where d1jðp  1Þ: This completes the proof of this lemma. &
Corollary 2.10. If rp2; we may assume that the following holds:
(i) r ¼ 2; l ¼ 1 and d ¼ 3;
(ii) r ¼ 1; l ¼ 1 and d ¼ 2:
Proof. If rp2; then 3ððp  1Þpl1=2þ 1Þ ¼ pl þ ðp  3Þpl1=2þ 34n; thus in this
case d ¼ d1pl1 for some d1a1; d1jðp  1Þ: Since djn; p is odd and rp2; l ¼ 1: Also
d ¼ d1jn; thus d1jð1þ rÞ: The conclusion follows. &
Lemma 2.11. If a ¼ 1 and rX2; then Gx is transitive on S:
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Proof. Suppose that Gx is intransitive on S; then by Lemma 2.5, Gx has two orbits
D1 and D2 with jD1j ¼ pl and jD2j ¼ r: Now we deﬁne an element g of G: if rX3 then
g ¼ ða; bÞðg; dÞ and if r ¼ 2 then g ¼ ða; b; gÞ where aAD1; b; g; dAD2: Certainly
geGx; thus Gx-GgxpGB; where B is the block of the design through points x and xg:
Write H ¼ ðGxÞa;b: Then HpGx-GgxpGB: Clearly jGx : Hj ¼ pl  r: We consider
jGB : Hj: Note that H has a and b as its ﬁxed points in S; and GB is the maximal
subgroup of G ¼ AS preserving a partition S ¼ F1,?,Fc with jFij ¼ d: If a; b are
in two different subsets, say Fi and Fj; then
jGB :HjXcðc  1Þd2 ¼ nðc  1Þd:
If a; b are in the same subset Fi; then
jGB :HjXcdðd  1Þ ¼ nðd  1Þ:
But by Lemma 2.7, d  1Xr; which means jGB :HjXjGx : Hj; and so jGBjXjGxj;
conﬂicting with that b4v: &
Proposition 2.12. If a ¼ 1 and rX3; then the main theorem is true.
Proof. In this case n ¼ pl þ r: We have shown that Gx is transitive on S and S ¼
D1,D2 such that jD1j ¼ pl ; jD2j ¼ r; and Gx contains a subgroup R such that
RD2DAD2 and R
D1 ¼ 1:
Since rX3; R contains an element g ¼ ða; b; gÞ where a; b; gAD2: Hence Gx cannot
be primitive on S; and we can suppose that Gx preserves a partition
S ¼ G1,G2,?,Gs; jG1j ¼ jG2j ¼? ¼ jGsj ¼ t ð3Þ
for some s; t and n ¼ st: On the other hand Gx contains a p-subgroup transitive on
D1; hence tjpl and so tjr: Also the existence of subgroup R forces that rpt: Thus
r ¼ t ¼ pm for some m with 1pmol and so s ¼ 1þ plm: Thus we may assume that
Gs ¼ D2 and so for each i in the index set f1; 2;y; sg; Gx contains a subgroup Ri
such that RGil ¼ AGi and Ri ﬁxes all points outside Gi: Let L ¼ /R1;y; RsS then
L ¼ R1 ? Rs is the direct product of these R0is and LpGx: But NGðLÞ
is a maximal subgroup of G; which preserves partition (3), thus NGðLÞ4/ Gx
and so LpGB for some block B: Assume again that GB preserves the partition (2),
then pmjd:
If d4ðp  1Þpl1=2; then dXðp  1Þpl1=2þ pm; since mpl  1: In this case
3d4pl þ pm ¼ n; and so the main theorem holds.
Suppose that d ¼ d1pl1 with d1a1; d1jðp  1Þ: Then since djn we have m ¼ l  1
and d1js ¼ 1þ p: Thus the only possible value for d is d ¼ 2pl1; that is, d ¼ 2t; and
so s ¼ 2c: So
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Note that t ¼ pl1; c ¼ ðp þ 1Þ=2; thus t4c; by Lemma 1.9 we have jGBj4jGxj;
which is impossible. &
By Proposition 2.12 and Corollary 2.10 we only need to consider two cases for n;
n ¼ p þ 2 and n ¼ p þ 1:
Proposition 2.13. If n ¼ p þ 2; the main theorem is holds.
Proof. Suppose n ¼ p þ 2: By Lemma 2.11, Gx is transitive on S: Since p is an odd
prime, Gx is primitive and so is 3-transitive on S: Now n is odd and p ¼ n  2 is
prime, by the list of doubly transitive groups, the only possibilities for Gx is:
(1) Gx ¼ AS or (2) GxXPSLð2; qÞ where q is even and n ¼ 1þ q:
(1) Is impossible.
If (2) holds then q ¼ 2t and jGxj divides ð2t þ 1Þð2t  1Þt; where p ¼ 2t  1: Let P
be a Sylow p-group then since NGðPÞpGx; for any a; b; gAS; there is an element z of
order ðp  1Þ=2 in ðGxÞa;b;g: Thus ðp  1Þ=2 ¼ 2t1  1jt: Hence t ¼ 3 and n ¼ 9: In
this case jGxj ¼ 9  8  7  3: But then Gx is a maximal subgroup of A9: &
Proposition 2.14. If n ¼ p þ 1; then the main theorem is true.
Proof. In this case P is transitive on a set D of size p and by Lemma 2.10, d ¼ 2: We
suppose that PpGx:
Suppose that Gx is intransitive on S and Gx is solvable, then jGxjppðp  1Þ=2:
But jGBj ¼ 2n=2  ðn=2Þ!Xnðn  2Þ4jGxj: Thus Gx is insolvable and Gx is doubly
transitive on D: Take a; bAD and gAS\D; then g ¼ ða; b; gÞeGx and Gx-GgxpGB for
some BAB: Let H ¼ ðGxÞa;b; then jGx :Hj ¼ pðp  1Þ: H has at least three ﬁxed
points a; b; g: Points a; b; g lie in at least two imprimitivity blocks of GB; thus
jGB :HjXnðn  2Þ ¼ ðp þ 1Þðp  1Þ:
We get a contradiction since jGx :HjojGB : Hj:
Consequently Gx is transitive on S and so Gx is doubly transitive on it. Also if
ðGxÞa is solvable where aAS then jGxjpnðn  1Þðn  2Þ=2: But jGBjXnðn  2Þðn  4Þ
ðn  6Þ=6: Since nX9; we have jGxjojGBj; a contradiction. Hence ðGxÞa is insolvable
and Gx is 3-transitive on S: Since n ¼ p þ 1 and p is a prime, by checking the list of
doubly transitive groups we know that there are only the following ﬁve possibilities
for Gx: (1) AS; (2) PGLð2; qÞ; q is odd and n ¼ 1þ q; (3) M12 or M24 and n ¼ 12 or
24, (4) M11; n ¼ 12; (5) Zt2 : SLðt; 2Þ; n ¼ 2t:
Clearly, (1) is impossible. Take a; b; gAS; then g ¼ ða; b; gÞeGx and so
Gx-GgxpGB for some BAB: In particular, if H ¼ ðGxÞa;b;g; HpGB and H has at
least four ﬁxed points since d ¼ 2: Thus Gx is not in cases (3) and (4) since Gx cannot
be 4-transitive on S; and if GxDM11 and n ¼ 12; then ðGxÞa;b;g has two orbits of size
3 and size 6, respectively. Also (2) does not occur since PGLð2; qÞ4/ AS and PSLð2; qÞ
is not 3-transitive. If Gx is in case (5), then jGxj ¼ 2tð2t  1Þð2t  2Þð2t  4Þ?ð2t 
2t1Þ: But 2jGBj is indeed the product of all even integers less than or equal to n: Thus
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jGBj4jGxj; which is impossible. Since in all cases we deduce a contradiction, we get
the conclusion. &
This completes the proof of the main theorem.
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